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The 2012 Audit of Antisemitic Incidents is dedicated in 
memory of the victims of the Toulouse School 

Massacre on March 19th 2012 
    

Rabbi Yonatan Sandler, Age 30 
Aryeh Sandler, Age 6 
Gabriel Sandler, Age 3 

Miriam Monsonego, Age 8 
 

and to all victims of hate and violence around the world. 
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This report presents the findings of the 2012 Audit of 

Antisemitic Incidents (Audit), a study released annu-

ally by the League for Human Rights of B’nai Brith 

Canada (League). As we review these findings in 

the sections that follow, we need to bear in mind the 

uniquely Canadian characteristics that arguably pro-

tect this country from the negative trends currently 

being noted in the broader framework of antisemi-

tism globally. 

 

While it is disappointing to see in 2012 an increase 

of  3.7%  in incidents of hate against the Jewish 

community to a total of 1,345 in 2012 from the 1,297 

cases in 2011, the figures in Canada pale both 

quantitatively and qualitatively in comparison with 

the global data. The overall rise in antisemitic inci-

dents worldwide in 2012 is gauged at over 30% by 

the Tel Aviv University’s Kantor Center for the Study 

of Contemporary European Jewry, with whom the 

League partners, in its recently-released Annual  

Report. Canada is clearly not experiencing the sharp 

upswings in open and often violent antagonism 

against Jews that characterize many European 

states, such as France where there was an increase 

of 58%. It seems some  countries, currently threat-

ened by political, economic and cultural instability, 

do not have the community resilience or state ca-

pacity to withstand the inroads that ideologies of 

hate are making, whether from the Far-Right, the 

Far-Left, or from Islamist groups seeking to exploit - 

but at the same time undermine - the freedoms that 

democracies offer. 

 

Here in Canada, where we enjoy comparatively   

robust and stable conditions, extremist ideologies 

have not established any firm foothold or attracted 

mainstream acceptance, and government and public 

leaders from the range of the political spectrum 

speak up firmly against antisemitism and all forms of 

racism, a clear message is being sent that bigotry 

and prejudice are not condoned in this country.  In 

this vein, just recently Prime Minister Stephen     

Harper spoke out once again against antisemitism, 

this time on Yom Ha-Shoah (Holocaust Remem-

brance Day). In March 2012, Minister of Citizenship, 

Immigration and Multiculturalism Jason Kenney had 

called on Canadians to reject antisemitism as 

"unacceptable and completely contrary to Canada’s 

fundamental values.” Their words echo the language 

of the Ottawa Protocol on Combatting Antisemitism, 

which Canada signed onto in 2011, which calls on 

all Canadians “to combat any manifestations of anti-

semitism and all forms of discrimination.”   

 

This type of public, unambiguous and resolute ap-

proach has evidently contributed to an overall envi-

ronment where the number of incidents in 2012 in 

Canada has not risen in line with global trends. Simi-

larly, while there was an overall increase in incidents 

in this country, the Audit tracked a significant de-

crease in violence, as well as vandalism against 

Jewish community sites such as synagogues and 

schools, which are now better protected thanks to 

security funding available through a federal govern-

ment grant for vulnerable religious institutions. 

These decreases buck the trend of what is happen-

ing in many European countries right now. 

 

However, while we appreciate the positives, there is 

no justification for  complacency in a world where 

formal borders have become blurred and the human 

rights safeguards entrenched in society post-

Holocaust could be weakened in the blink of an eye. 

It was reasonable to believe, for example, that the 

experiences of a Europe under the heel of Hitler’s 

fascism would mean that the Far-Right was perma-

nently discredited on the Continent. Who would have 

thought that European countries would once again 

be seeing a resurgence of the Far Right, with neo-

Nazi parties becoming part of the parliamentary 

landscape? This resurgence has provided a broader 

platform for explicit Holocaust denial, even in coun-

tries such as Germany and France where open sup-

port for the tenets of Nazism is outlawed.  And the 

reverberations of this phenomenon still have the po-

tential to echo far outside the confines of these indi-

vidual countries. 

A) INTRODUCTION 
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Holocaust Denial and Trivialization 

 

From our vantage point on this side of the Atlantic, 

Canadians are largely sheltered from the rehabilita-

tion of far-right-wing ideologies and a rewriting of the 

history of Nazism, which together make a fertile 

breeding ground for a return to the rabid antisemi-

tism of the past.  However, the incidents of Holo-

caust Denial in Canada tracked in this Audit, still 

show an increase from 65 in 2010 to 111 to 2011 

and 197 in 2012 – more than a three-fold increase in 

just two years. It seems propaganda from abroad is 

reaching and influencing some Canadians. 

 

In terms of “made-in-Canada” incidents, we see they 

are rather in the nature of a creeping trivialization of 

the horrors of the Holocaust, with politicians or other 

public figures making utterly inappropriate compari-

sons between Hitler's genocidal rule and political 

opponents on the Canadian stage. When this triviali-

zation is coupled with what is likely growing igno-

rance in the general population about the Holocaust, 

and the fact that the last remaining Holocaust survi-

vors are succumbing to age and infirmity, we should 

truly be concerned that the Nazi regime’s murder of 

six million Jews could one day be relegated in the 

popular psyche to little more than a footnote in     

history. Meanwhile, the purveyors of Holocaust    

Denial are moving to capitalize on just such trends. 

In this context, the increase in incidents of Holocaust 

Denial reported in Canada speaks to the tremen-

dous power of online propaganda, and the ease with 

which serious students researching the Holocaust 

can be misdirected to websites dedicated to spread-

ing the whole gamut of neo-Nazi propaganda. These 

sites use supposedly “reasonable” questions to mis-

inform and deceive in order to present an entirely 

false Holocaust “revisionist” narrative. But the Inter-

net provides much more than just a launching pad 

for Holocaust Denial. German authorities recently 

reported that the Internet has become a fixture for 

German right-wing extremists as a mean to spread 

their ideology, plan activities, communicate with fol-

lowers and woo sympathizers. With cyberspace hav-

ing no boundaries, we must be concerned in the 

long term that the target audience for such extrem-

ism will include a growing number of Canadians too. 

 

The Many New Faces of Hate 

 

Clearly, living in a global village, we are not immune 

to the insidious propaganda that fuels anti-Jewish 

activity elsewhere and encourages a range of anti-

semitic incidents here in Canada as well. As in previ-

ous years, incidents in this country took place in 

both public and private venues. Some were perpe-

trated under cover of night. There were                

premeditated incidents which required the perpetra-

tor to know the home address or personal contact 

information of the victim. Other cases were sponta-

neous, apparently flowing from just a random en-

counter on the streets. Children were targeted, as 

A web posting out of BC depicts  
Jews as a sinister threat 

Political opponents use Holocaust imagery to  
belittle Quebec Premier Pauline Marois 
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well as vulnerable teens. Some incidents took place 

following vicious anti-Israel propaganda in campus set-

tings, which inspired subsequent antisemitic outbursts. 

 

But the anonymity of the internet continued to provide 

an ideal cover for hate.  No longer is there a need for a 

pulpit, a lecture hall podium, a radio show microphone 

or a Hyde Park-style soapbox to spread hatred, when 

one can malign, harass or threaten both lone    indivi- 

duals and entire communities through the social          

media.  One need only look at the tragic case of       

Rehtaeh Parsons in Halifax (NS), victim of an alleged 

gang rape, and her subsequent re-victimization 

through cyberbullying, to understand that this newest 

tool to shame and ostracize others cannot be dis-

missed as any less potent than more traditional forms 

of bullying and intimidation. 

 

The widespread use of cyberspace is facilitated by the 

fact that computers are readily accessible not just in 

classrooms and libraries, but also in the bedrooms of 

youth, while smartphones - fast becoming the norm - 

provide access everywhere in between.  According to a 

recent study by Active Healthy Kids Canada , 10- to 16

-year-olds get an average of 6 hours and 37 minutes of 

daily non-class work screen time. The risks of identity 

theft, online predators, and cyber-bullying are widely 

acknowledged, but exposure to ideologies of hate and 

violence and the potential for recruitment to hate 

groups is less well-known. There are reportedly more 

than 10,000 extremist websites on the Internet com-

pared to fewer than 100 countering them, an analyst 

told the International Conference on Terrorist Rehabili-

tation and Community Resilience in Singapore on 

March 26, 2013, according to Agence France Presse 

reports. Many cases in this Audit speak to the lure of 

online extremism and the potential for Canadians to be 

exposed to hate - delivered right to the palm of their 

hand. The glossy online Islamist magazine ‘Inspire’ giv-

ing instructions on how to set fire to Jewish and other 

sites was sent to individuals’ private email addresses.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

This cartoon uses a stereotype of a            
religious Jew to accuse Jews in  

general of silencing others 

 

 

“We’re gonna beat the shit out of the 

Jews, you rich Jewish kids from West-

mount, your mother is a whore.” 

- Two boys, aged 18 and 19 were abused, 
assaulted and threatened in Montreal 

May 2, 2012 
 
 

The Islamist magazine ‘Inspire’ was sent 
to Canadians with instructions on how to 

set fire to Jewish and other sites 
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The Lyrics of Hate 

 

Infiltrating culture is one of the most effective ways 

to spread hate. Many forms of popular culture reso-

nate with youth, but music is a particularly potent 

one.  It has long been noted that even a medium as 

benign and positive as music can be infiltrated by 

hate messaging. Canadian “hate rock” bands may 

not market their records directly through Canadian 

companies, instead using labels in Germany and 

Scandinavian countries, but that does not mean that 

teens looking for “Canadian” hate rock cannot easily 

access it from this country.  And hate messaging via 

music, posted and reposted through the social     

media, can poison minds irrespective of where it is 

created. In a 2012 incident highlighted in this Audit, 

an eighth-grader shared a song on Facebook,       

reposting music with these lyrics:  

 

Such messaging, with its reference to Zyklon B, the 

gas used to murder Jews during the Holocaust, 

seems inspired by the ideology of the Far Right, but 

such hate messaging against Jews, which fuels anti-

semitism both in this country and abroad, does not 

just percolate through to Canada from neo-Nazis 

and White Supremacists. The Far Left and, increas-

ingly, the propagandists of such countries as Iran, 

Egypt and Saudi Arabia, or Hamas-controlled Gaza, 

are greatly overtaking the Far Right in output of hate 

material against Jews, with propaganda being pro-

duced and disseminated by the state rather than just 

by fringe groups. As noted in previous Audits, when 

they consider  it expedient, these supposedly ideo-

logically-opposed elements still find common ground 

on the "Jewish question", borrowing from each oth-

er’s imagery and rhetoric, and often not even bother-

ing to cloak their hatred with the code word “Zionist”. 

The propaganda is stark, explicit and vicious and is 

targeted right to the very youngest age groups, a 

phenomenon that is well-documented and needs no 

repetition here. 

 

What Motivates The Perpetrators? 

 

Aside from propaganda beamed in from abroad, it is 

also necessary to look at other influences on society 

closer to home. When reviewing the types of mes-

saging we see replicated in many of the incidents 

under review in this Audit, it seems that certain    

ethnic/religious groups in this country, even those 

that came generations ago, may have brought the 

anti-Jewish hatreds of their native lands with them to 

Canada. Moreover, there are concerns that some 

Canadians might continue to come into contact with 

these prejudices locally, even once established in 

this country, not just through ongoing connections 

with antisemitic online sites operating from abroad, 

but by local influences. In this context, two particular 

incidents should be highlighted.  In British Colombia, 

a community-based Muslim paper printed conspira-

cy theories blaming Jews for a range of alleged 

crimes and refused to withdraw the article even after 

complaints. In Toronto, anti-Jewish propaganda was 

found in the curriculum material of a private Muslim 

school, which was removed but only after complaints 

were lodged. 

 

Incidents such as these might partly explain the find-

ing in this Audit of an unprecedented increase in in-

cidents by perpetrators self identifying as Muslims 

supportive of Islamist anti-Jewish sentiments - up 

from 16 in 2011 to 87 in 2012. No other ethnic or 

religious group came anywhere near this number in 

the line-up of perpetrators identified by religious or 

ethnic group. This could indicate an increase in will-

ingness to self-identify and to be more brazen about 

expressing open hatred, rather than a simple in-

crease in the number of such incidents. Either trend 

would be of concern. Independent of the League’s 

findings, there are Canadian Muslims who are con-

cerned that antisemitism within their community is a 

problem. The Canadian Thinkers’ Forum (CTF), 

"Die Jew Die to the creature               

I despise, Die Jew Die I can see right 

through your lying eyes… 

Treacherous scumbag make my day, 

Zyklon B is the only way …”  
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founded by Canadian Muslim writer and journalist Tahir 

Aslam Gora, created a Muslim Committee against Anti-

Semitism (MCAAS) specifically to try to counter such 

negative trends. The Forum recently convened a sym-

posium to explore and condemn what they describe as 

“prevailing and growing Anti-Semitism in Islamic 

Schools and Centres…and so much visible and invisi-

ble Anti-Semitism in some of the Islamic circles of Can-

ada.”  

 

During 2012, the League’s inter-faith and inter-ethnic 

outreach efforts intensified, particularly between Jews 

and Muslims, with new partners from that community 

coming forward to express concern and offer assis-

tance.  These are encouraging trends that are much 

more in line with the shared Canadian imperative to 

bring about greater understanding, tolerance and un-

derstanding between all the various ethnic, religious 

and cultural groups in this country. 

 

Old Hatreds, New Hatreds 

 

Overall, when a high-profile act of antisemitism such as 

violence or vandalism takes place in Canada, there is 

public distaste and, increasingly, Canadian politicians 

and public figures come forward to denounce the worst 

excesses. However, many incidents in this Audit, par-

ticularly those of harassment, illustrate that age-old 

prejudices and misconceptions persist, suggesting that 

core perceptions of Jews are still shaped by ideologies 

that even now have the power to poison hearts and 

minds. This could, in part, explain why incidents of anti-

semitism occur year after year in a multicultural and 

tolerant country like Canada where minorities enjoy an 

unparalleled range of rights and protections and cultur-

al differences are welcomed, if not celebrated. Indeed, 

the Audit findings indicate that even where a country is 

supportive of its religious, ethnic and cultural communi-

ties, and enjoys a superior level of stability and inter-

group accord, there should still be concern about a 

generation that has instant and unprecedented access 

through the Internet to a range of antisemitic propagan-

da, old-style and new, as well as open calls to violence 

against Jews. 

 
 

An Iranian film on sale in Canada uses      
stereotypical images of Hassidim to allege 

that Jews love to massacre non-Jews  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Nazis gassed six million Jews to 

death? Absolute nonsense, there is no 

evidence of this, none.” 

 - An example of Holocaust Denial  
         disseminated in Canada out of            

vvEdmonton (AB) 
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The latter threat should not be underestimated.  The 

League dedicated this Audit to the victims of the 

2012 Toulouse School massacre. The cold-blooded 

murder of a Rabbi, his two oldest children, aged six 

and three, and the eight-year old daughter of the 

school principal, serves as a stark reminder of the 

logical conclusion of allowing ideologies of hate to 

flourish and endure. The current regime in Tehran, 

which sponsors and instigates several international 

terrorist groups that have attacked Jewish communi-

ties around the world, continues to vow to destroy 

the Jewish people, this time with weapons of mass 

destruction aimed at the Jewish State. When such 

hatred and calls for genocide are espoused openly 

and widely, there are indeed those who listen and 

might act on such incitement. 

 

Over the last decade alone, Jewish Diaspora com-

munities have been targeted by entities and individu-

als aligned with international terrorism in such plac-

es as Mumbai, Istanbul, Casablanca, Mombassa 

and Djerba, underlining a vulnerability that has 

forced synagogues and schools around the world, 

including Canada, to add special security arrange-

ments to their list of communal obligations.  It does 

not inspire confidence in the Canadian Jewish com-

munity to know that Tahawwur Hussain Rana -     

recently sentenced to fourteen years imprisonment 

by a US court for providing material support to the 

terrorists who launched the 2008 Mumbai terrorist 

attacks - was a Canadian citizen from Montreal. 

These attacks, in which 160 men, women and chil-

dren were massacred, included the cold-blooded 

murder at the Mumbai Chabad Centre of the Rabbi, 

his pregnant wife and seven others. 

 

Meanwhile, there are Canadians currently implicated 

in various terrorist attacks around the world. It is of 

grave concern that the RCMP and Canadian Securi-

ty Intelligence Service (CSIS) are investigating the 

involvement of four former students of the same 

London (ON) public high school, two of whom died 

while carrying out an attack on a gas plant in eastern 

Algeria that killed 37 people. Here in Canada, the 

Jewish community still remembers the firebombings 

of the Montreal Talmud Torah School in 2004, the 

Skverer Jewish boys’ school in Outremont (QC) in 

2006, and the Jewish Community Centre in Côte-

des-Neiges (QC) in 2007. The perpetrators of the 

latter two attacks proudly claimed they acted in the 

name of the terrorist group Islamic Jihad. Syna-

gogues in Canada still continue to receive bomb 

threats that use threatening terminology. No study of 

antisemitism in this country can ignore this dimen-

sion of the hatred directed against Jews, and the 

insecurity caused in the targeted communities by 

such ongoing threats against them. 

 

If we feel tempted to congratulate ourselves on the 

smaller increase in antisemitism here in Canada rel-

ative to the global picture, let us remember that this 

is still a country where in 2012 - as documented in 

the Audit database - one could still buy copies of the 

DVD “The Saturday Hunter”, an Iranian film claiming 

Jews love to kill gentiles, with a cover depicting a 

Chassidic Jew brandishing a handgun as his young 

son looks on.  

 

This is still a country where antisemitism was openly 

spouted on the streets of Toronto at a rally ostensi-

bly designed to mourn victims of sectarian violence 

in Pakistan. We heard it on the airwaves in Montreal 

where a radio show host commiserated with a caller 

spouting anti-Jewish sentiments, adding his own 

prejudice to the conversation instead of shutting it 

down. We saw it in the posters plastered repeatedly 

on the streets of Winnipeg (MB) publicizing the 

names of prominent members of the local Jewish 

community. We felt it in the pain of a young Jewish 

girl being  bullied via Facebook following a vicious 

assault against her the year before. And who can 

forget the fear of a visibly Jewish child on his way 

home from school when a car tried to run him down? 

 

This is not a pretty picture for a country like Canada 

which celebrates diversity and promotes multicultur-

alism and acceptance of others. But these exam-

ples, taken from the League’s Audit, illustrate what 

antisemitism looked like in this country during 2012 

and the many arenas of our society in which this 

pernicious age-old hatred still, unfortunately, lurks. 
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B) FINDINGS OF THE AUDIT 

 

1) THE OVERALL PICTURE 

 

The incidents reported to the League’s 24/7 Anti-Hate 

Hotline, its national and regional offices, police forces 

and partner organizations across the country, form the 

basis of the League’s annual Audit of Antisemitic Inci-

dents. This study is used by governments, research 

agencies and police forces both in Canada and abroad 

to follow the shifting patterns of antisemitism in this 

country, as well as to analyze the fault lines in Canadi-

an society that allow racism against all minority groups 

to be perpetuated. 

 

In 2012, the League for Human Rights documented 

1,345 antisemitic incidents across Canada, represent-

ing a 3.7% increase over the 1,297 cases recorded in 

2011.  An additional 282 cases were investigated but 

not included in the database, since they could not be 

independently corroborated or did not meet the  

League’s definitions of antisemitism (see Appendix). 

 

Canada has seen a steady upward progression in anti-

semitic incidents in the past decade. Taking a ten-year 

perspective, incidents have more than doubled from 

the 584 cases in 2003. Since 2008 incidents have in-

creased  by 19%. 

 

 

A child is exposed to Nazi symbols  
in a Clintonville (ON) park 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Age-old canards about alleged “Jewish  

control” surface in Canada 
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Just over half the incidents (730) took place as usual 

in the province of Ontario, with the next largest num-

ber being in the province of Quebec (337). The     

Regional Charts that follow in Section C of this re-

port further explain the geographical breakdown of      

incidents across Canada. 

 

Given that law enforcement experts and researchers 

continue to estimate that only a fraction of the      

victims of any kind of hate-related incidents come 

forward to report their victimization, the numbers in 

this Audit must be understood to represent only a 

fraction of the actual incidents of harassment,     

vandalism and violence directed at members of the  

Jewish community in Canada. They give us more of 

a qualitative understanding of this issue rather than 

an absolute statistical fact.  

 

Unless there is a criminal element, such as violence 

or vandalism, it is highly unlikely that incidents will 

be reported to the police and, indeed, studies of   

victim reporting patterns indicate that only about one

-tenth to one-third of victims will file a report with  

either the police or a community advocacy organiza-

tion such as the League. 

 

According to a Statistics Canada study released on 

April 12, 2012 that looked at patterns of reporting in 

this country, 

 

The number of hate crimes ...likely    
undercounts the true extent of hate 
crime in Canada, as not all crimes are 
reported to police. Self-reported victimi-
zation data from Canadians suggest 
that about one-third (34%) of incidents 
perceived by respondents to have been 
motivated by hate were reported to   
police. 

 

A 2013 United States Department of Justice report 

entitled Hate Crime Victimization 2003-2011, carried 

out by its Bureau of Justice Statistics and based  

primarily on the annual National Crime Victimization 

Survey, similarly found that approximately one in 

three hate crimes are reported to law enforcement 

officials.  

The US report looks at incidents that might meet the 

definition of criminal activity under the law, as well 

as hate-related incidents that would fall outside the 

confines of Canada’s Criminal Code, but are cap-

tured in such studies as the League’s annual Audit 

of Antisemitic Incidents. 

 

Of the cases that came to the attention of the 

League in 2012, 373 (28%) were reported to police – 

down from the 446 or 34% of the total reported in 

2011.  In 20 of these cases, suspects were identified 

and charged. While it is generally thought that 

measures to empower victims and increased com-

munity awareness have led to an increase in report-

ing to the police, particularly in the Jewish communi-

ty, the League’s data shows this was not the case in 

terms of antisemitic incidents reported in Canada 

during 2012. 

 

2) INCIDENTS BY CATEGORY 

 

The 1,345 incidents reported across Canada in 2012 

were classified according to three categories: har-

assment, vandalism and violence. There were 1,013 

cases of harassment, 319 of vandalism and 13 of 

violence. The definitions of these categories, as set 

out in the Appendix of this document, have remained 

the same from year to year to allow for consistency 

in comparing the data across each Audit study. 

 

Harassment continued to be the category with the 

highest level of activity. It should be noted that har-

assment during 2012 included 84 cases of explicit 

threats of violence or harm. 
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The 1,013 harassment cases represented an increase 

of 10.6% over the 916 incidents in 2011.  However, in 

Montreal the reported increase was 14.5% and in 

Quebec Region (outside the Greater Montreal area) 

the increase was even higher, with incidents more 

than tripling from 8 to 26. 

 

There were 319 vandalism cases in 2012 across   

Canada, an 11.9% decrease over the 362 incidents 

recorded in 2011.  However, here too, although we 

see this significant decrease when looking at         

Canada as a whole, there were marked regional differ-

ences: a small rise in Regional Ontario (3.9%), while in 

Alberta, there was a two-fold increase, and in the  

Quebec Region such incidents jumped more than six- 

fold over the 2011 figures.   

 

These incidents included a number of residential areas 

being targeted with antisemitic graffiti and wanton de-

struction, for example, Hamilton (ON), Val Morin (QC) 

and Lethbridge (AB).  Antisemitic graffiti was on dis-

play in such locations as the central transportation hub 

in Toronto (ON) and public parks across the coun-

try.  Anti-Jewish slurs defaced public monuments in 

Toronto, Ottawa and London (ON) and in Atlantic Can-

ada. The language used in the graffiti was often threat-

ening, including messages such as “Kill Jews” along-

side a range of hate symbols. 

 

For the third year running, reported incidents of vio-

lence across the country dropped significantly from 24 

in 2010, to 19 in 2011 and 13 in 2012.   In Montreal, 

incidents of violence decreased by more than half from 

seven in 2011 to three in 2012. But while violence 

dropped in general across the country by almost a 

third, the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) saw a sustained 

level of violence.  Cases such as an attempt by a driv-

er in Toronto ON to run down a visibly Jewish school 

child on the way home from school, reports 

of  projectiles being thrown at school children from 

passing cars, and a neighbourhood argument that es-

calated into a physical fight, were among the disturb-

ing incidents recorded. 

 

 

 

“That a Canadian-educated child is   

capable of such hated is beyond belief 

- until it happens to your family.” 

    - Parent of a Victim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“These kinds of hate are certainly 

learned. The Swastika is not a symbol 

that was invented yesterday.” 

  - Rabbi Andrew Rosenblatt 
    Schara Tzedeck Synagogue  
             Vancouver (BC) 

A Jewish home in Hamilton (ON) is  
defaced with the words “Kill The Jews”  
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3) TYPE OF INCIDENTS 

 

i. Community Property, Private Homes and the 

Public Domain 

 

There were 25 incidents targeting synagogues in 

2012 compared to 47 in 2011 and 32 in 2010.  As 

noted in the 2011 Audit, this decrease is likely due, 

at least in part, to improved security measures at 

houses of worship and community institutions that 

were instituted with the help of funding under the 

federal Security Infrastructure Program.  Although 

the number of reported cases dropped significantly, 

incidents included outright threats and ugly graffiti, 

with synagogues targeted in British Columbia,    

Saskatchewan, Ontario and Quebec. 

 

During the course of 2012, B’nai Brith Canada is-

sued security alerts to the community recommend-

ing the need for ongoing vigilance. These followed 

consultation with law enforcement experts based on 

security assessments of potential threats from inter-

national terrorist groups that have a decidedly anti-

semitic bent and have repeatedly threatened Jewish 

communities around the world. The Toulouse school 

massacre, referenced in the dedication section of 

this Audit, was a stark reminder that extra security 

measures are unfortunately a necessary precaution 

at Jewish community sites. 

 

Other community venues were also targeted in 

2012, with 25 cases involving community centres, 

down from the 46 in 2011.   There was only one re-

port of a Jewish cemetery targeted with tombstone 

desecration, this time in Vancouver (BC). 

 

In 2012, private homes were targeted in 144 cases, 

similar to the 146 reported in 2011.  These cases 

included harassment by phone, individuals turning 

against their Jewish neighbours, as well as mezuzah 

desecrations.  Cars parked outside the homes of 

Jewish families were defaced with swastikas and 

other hate symbols. These incidents were of particu-

lar concern since the perpetrator evidently made the 

effort to identify these homes, suggesting a level of 

premeditation that is personalized and therefore par-

ticularly frightening to individual community mem-

bers targeted in this way. 

 

Jews were harassed on public streets in places such 

as Outremont (QC), while Jewish teens were verbal-

ly threatened while shopping in Saskatoon 

(SK).  There were 48 recorded incidents where Jews 

were verbally harassed in a business setting.   

 

ii.     Workplace 

 

There were 37 cases directly related to the work-

place, a small decrease compared to the 42 report-

ed in 2011, but still significantly up from the 29 cas-

es documented in 2010.  These cases involved har-

assment by co-workers and supervisors and includ-

ed 14 cases of systemic discrimination in the work-

place, as well as death threats by co-workers in 

such places in Regional Ontario. Given that at least 

two cases of workplace antisemitism involved dis-

missals after complaints were made against employ-

ers, there is concern that the decrease in the num-

ber of incidents is more reflective of a reluctance to 

report antisemitism due to fear of reprisals rather 

than an improvement in the overall situation at 

work.  Six cases involved harassment in government 

employment settings. 

 

iii. Educational Settings 

 

There were 79 cases involving schools in 2012, 

compared to 69 in 2011; 37 of these involved har-

assment and in 42 there was outright violence.  Two 

cases involved Jewish schools (one in Ontario and 

one in Quebec), six implicated private Muslim 

schools,  two took place in Catholic separate 

schools, while the vast majority (69) happened in 

public school settings,  suggesting the need for edu-

cation on tolerance and diversity still remains press-

ing in the public school system.  The cases involved 

vandalism as well as harassment, both face-to-face 

and through use of social media.  In one case, Jew-

ish students visiting a public school were taunted 

with antisemitic taunts and threats.  
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In another incident, a complaint was made to police 

regarding the use of antisemitic curriculum material at 

a private Muslim community-based school. There 

were other horrifying cases, for example, Jewish stu-

dents were assaulted on their way home from school 

in the GTA (ON), a Jewish child was bullied using an-

tisemitic taunts in a public school in Halifax (NS), and 

a Jewish mother picking up her child from school at a 

public school was taunted and threatened in Calgary 

(AB). 

 

There were also 79 cases of antisemitism on univer-

sity campuses across Canada, a 30% decrease from 

the 113 cases reported in 2011.  Amongst the report-

ed incidents were 47 cases of harassment, 31 of van-

dalism and one incident of violence.  However, this 

decline in reported incidents should not be taken as 

indicative of any significant overall improvement in 

the poisoned atmosphere that many Jewish students 

face, but is more indicative of the feeling many of 

them express that there is no point reporting their ex-

periences since the university authorities fail to take 

any action. The League continues to receive reports 

of heightened tensions on campus that lead to open 

antisemitism, especially during “Israel Apartheid 

Week”(IAW) and during divestment and boycott cam-

paigns.  In fact, 20 of the cases recorded on campus-

es for 2012 (25%) coincided with IAW events.  These 

issues were highlighted by the enquiry of the Canadi-

an Parliamentary Coalition Against Antisemitism 

(CPCCA) and have been acknowledged as areas of 

concern by many public figures.   

 

Antisemitic incidents were recorded in universities 

across Canada and included a number of locations 

that were previously quiet, such as the University of 

Guelph (ON). The incidents in Guelph could be in  

reaction to a relatively recent increase in enrolment 

by visibly Jewish students, coming into an area that 

would perhaps only be accustomed to a minimal    

orthodox Jewish presence. 

 

In one campus incident, a Jewish professor’s office 

door was defaced with the words in French “Heil    

Israel”. In another incident, students were taunted 

 

“Apologies are nice, not teaching    

hatred in the first place would have 

been better.” 

   - Caller to the League’s  
      Anti-Hate Hotline 

 
 
 

Alleged Jewish control of the government  
and dual loyalties are age-old  

antisemitic canards 

 
 
 
 
 
“We [representatives of Parliaments 

from across the world]  are concerned 

by the reported incidents of antisemi-

tism on campuses, such as acts of vio-

lence, verbal abuse, rank intolerance, 

and assaults on those committed to 

free inquiry, while undermining the 

fundamental academic values.” 

  - Ottawa Protocol on       
    Combatting Antisemitism 
    2010 
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with death threats, while on another campus a       

difference of opinion escalated into an assault 

against a Jewish student 

 

iv. Web-Based Hate 

 

There were 521 reports of incidents involving web-

based hate-related activity with a Canadian connec-

tion in terms of content, perpetrators and/or victims, 

similar to the 528 cases in 2011. About half of these 

used social media applications. The findings reflect 

the continuing trend noted over the last five years of 

individuals using a wide variety of social media tools 

to harass, intimidate and threaten others. 

 

According to a report from the 2012 Canadian Inter-

net Registration Authority (CIRA), Canadians are the 

heaviest users of the Internet in the world.  A recent 

Canadian study cited earlier showed that 10- to 16-

year-olds get an average of 6 hours and 37 minutes 

of daily screen time unrelated to school work. The 

potential for positive interaction is significant via 

such applications as Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube, to name a few, but the chances for abuse 

are unfortunately high as well. 

 

Some social media sites do have policies that clearly 

disallow discriminatory or hate-based posting.  For 

example, Facebook has a set of “community stand-

ards” which clearly state “...we do not permit individ-

uals or groups to attack others based on their race, 

ethnicity, national origin, religion, sex, gender, sexu-

al orientation, disability or medical condition.” How-

ever, numerous incidents documented in this Audit 

clearly illustrate the difficulties of removing such 

photos or posts due both to the sheer number of in-

cidents and the fact that Facebook is apparently not 

enforcing its own policies with sufficient vigour. 

 

Offensive ‘apps’ such as “Hitler’s Sayings” and 

"Infamous Adolph Hitler Quotes" were created and 

made available in 2012 through iTunes and Google 

Play stores.  Both were removed in January 2013 

following complaints, but not before an estimated 

40,000-50,000 of these 'apps' had been downloaded 

during the month of December alone. 

In various incidents, Jews were blamed on a variety 

of internet-based forums and social media outlets as 

being responsible for a range of natural disasters, 

social ills, atrocities and tragedies such as the 

Sandy Hook School massacre in the United States. 

Jews were even charged with subverting the so-

called “Arab spring”. In Winnipeg (MB), antisemitic 

posters were not just plastered to street signs 

around the city, they were also posted to Facebook. 

Apart from these generalized attacks against groups 

of Jews or even the Jewish community in general, 

social media sites have been used on a much more 

personal level to harass, bully and threaten individu-

als, including those attending the same school or 

social clique. In one such example in Winnipeg 

(MB), a young girl whose hair was set on fire in a 

particularly ugly assault in 2011, was still being vic-

timized via Facebook in 2012. The potential for 

cyber bullying with virtual impunity is simply frighten-

ing. 

 

v. Holocaust Denial 

 

Cases of Holocaust denial rose significantly in 2012. 

There were 197 cases in 2012 compared to 111 in 

2011 and just 65 in 2010.  Holocaust denial pam-

phlets were classed as hate material and therefore 

turned away at the border by Canada Customs offi-

cials, including material apparently connected to 

Holocaust denier Ernst Zundel. Holocaust imagery 

and rhetoric was extensively used, while Holocaust 

trivialization crept into political debate on a number 

of occasions throughout the year. Hitler salutes dur-

ing student protests in Quebec elicited widespread 

condemnation, leading to a partial apology. 

 

vi. Neo-Nazi/White Supremacist Activity 

 

There were 151 incidents in 2012 related to white 

supremacist activity, similar to the 145 cases report-

ed in 2011.  Marches were reported in Vancouver 

(BC), as well as Edmonton and Calgary (AB), and 

London (ON), areas where far-right activity has been 

recorded in past years.  Police were active in coun-

tering racist activity on the streets of British          
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Columbia and Alberta, which is likely the reason for       

decreased attendance at such publ ic 

events.  Nonetheless, white supremacists based in 

Canada continue to be active, particularly in online 

forums, posting from locations across the country. 

 

Incidents of recruitment to hate groups - while isolated 

- were recorded in 2012; in one case, a Jewish family 

sought assistance when their child had been actively 

recruited.  Swastikas continue to be a feature of many 

of the cases of graffiti, suggestive of the influence of 

far-right-wing ideology in this country.  Of the 319 cas-

es of vandalism in 2012, well over half (185) included 

swastika daubings on a variety of sites, similar to the 

findings in 2011, when 212 of the 365 vandalism cas-

es used this prime symbol of Nazi domination. 

 

4) PERPETRATORS 

 

The ethnic and religious background of perpetrators 

was documented where corroborating evidence to 

support such identity was obtained or the perpetrator 

self identified.  In the vast majority of cases, the origin 

of the perpetrator could not be ascertained, but in 147 

cases recorded in 2012 the origin of the perpetrator 

was identified. 

 

While perpetrators from a number of different ethnic/

religious backgrounds were involved in these inci-

dents, the one finding that stood out alarmingly was 

the number of incidents by those identifying them-

selves as Muslims, which jumped from 16 in 2011 to 

87 in 2012. This suggests a most disturbing trend in 

which anti-Jewish themes appear to be increasingly 

infiltrating Canadian civil society via quasi-religious or 

cultural discourse as well politically-based rhetoric. No 

other ethnic or religious group of perpetrators came 

anywhere near this number in 2012. The cases includ-

ed face-to face contact, calculated targeting using var-

ious forms of technology, and antisemitic rhetoric 

spouted at public rallies, including blaming 

“Zionists” (aka Jews) for sectarian massacres of Mus-

lims in Pakistan. Conspiracy theories against Jews in 

general were printed in a Muslim community-based 

publication in Surrey (BC). 

Allegations that Jews want to kill  
all Whites are posted online 

 
 
 

“I had tears in my eyes… I was so    

upset… I was thinking of our family 

and friends who died in the             

Holocaust.” 

      - Listener to the  
                Fabi Le Nuit Radio Show 
        Montreal (QC) 
                November 23, 2012 

    
 

Jews are accused of using antisemitism to  
deflect criticism of the Jewish State.  

This accusation is itself used to  
disguise or justify anti-Jewish incidents. 
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Overall, religion continued to be a motivating factor 

in the messaging of 203 separate cases, more than 

a two-fold increase when compared to the 94 cases 

in 2011. Debates surrounding Jewish religious prac-

tices such as kosher food, shechita (ritual slaughter), 

and brit milah (circumcision) gave a platform for 

comments denigrating the Jewish religion, which 

appeared both on the Internet and in print media.  In 

one incident, Jews were accused of being “Satan 

out to destroy Christianity” and were called 

“descendants of apes out to subvert Islam”.   

 

5) PATTERNS OF OCCURRENCE 

 

While incidents occurred throughout the year across 

Canada, the highest number was recorded in No-

vember (172), followed by December (149). The 

combined total for these two months of 321 account-

ed for almost one quarter of all the 2012 incidents. It 

was on November 4, 2012 that the Pillar of Defence 

operations began in Gaza, a response by the Israeli 

Defence Force to an escalation of the ongoing bar-

rage of rockets launched from within Gaza against 

Israeli civilian areas. The League has noted that the 

media expressed overall a responsible attitude in 

reporting this particular crisis, otherwise the number 

of incidents would likely have been even higher. 

However, reported incidents did rise at this time, 

particularly in the category of harass-

ment,  suggesting  - as has been noted in previous 

years - that conflict in the Middle East, or indeed ten-

sions anywhere in the world, often brings out the 

latent antisemitism in society. 

 

The number of incidents was also high in 

March  (109) and April (107) when there was an in-

crease in campus-based incidents, suggesting that 

so-called “Israel Apartheid Week”, which often in-

cludes anti-Jewish rhetoric and imagery, continued 

to fuel outbursts of antisemitism in the run-up to the 

event, during the week it takes place and in the af-

termath.  A spike in May (146) might be explained by 

public reaction to stories prominent in the news, in-

cluding the discovery of antisemitic teaching material 

connected to a private Islamic school in the Toronto 

(ON) area, criticism of shechita initiated by a      

Quebec politician, as well as a discussion over the 

charges laid against a British Columbia resident   

accused of ongoing posting of online hate against 

Jews, as well as other minority groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

Symbols representing Hassidic Judaism 
 are used to allege that Jews are  

tormenting non-Jews 
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C)  REGIONAL BREAKDOWN OF INCIDENTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 2012 Number of Incidents   % of total incidents for Region 

Region Incidents Harassment Vandalism Violence Harassment Vandalism Violence 

Atlantic Region* 27 22 5   81.5% 18.5%   

Quebec 337 279 54 4 82.8% 16.0% 1.2% 

Ontario 730 540 182 8 74.0% 24.9% 1.1% 

Manitoba 56 39 16 1 69.6% 28.6% 1.8% 

Saskatchewan 16 12 4   75.0% 25.0%   

Alberta 75 47 28   62.7% 37.3%   

British Columbia 103 73 30   70.9% 29.1%   

North Region** 1 1     100.0%     

Canada 1,345 1,013 319 13 75.3% 23.7% 1.0% 
*Atlantic Region: Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia 

**North Region: Yukon, North West Territories and Nunavut 

Year 2012 Incidents in the Province of Quebec % of total incidents for Region 

Region Incidents Harassment Vandalism Violence Harassment Vandalism Violence 

Montreal 295 253 39 3 85.8% 13.2% 1.0% 

Regional Quebec 42 26 15 1 61.9% 35.7% 2.4% 

Total 337 279 54 4 82.8% 16.0% 1.2% 

Year 2012 Incidents in the Province of Ontario % of total incidents for Region 

Region Incidents Harassment Vandalism Violence Harassment Vandalism Violence 

GTA* 528 411 109 8 77.8% 20.6% 1.5% 

Ottawa 72 52 20   72.2% 27.8%   

Regional Ontario 130 77 53   59.2% 40.8%   

Total 730 540 182 8 74.0% 24.9% 1.1% 

*Greater Toronto Area       

Where do Canadian Jews live? Where do incidents take place? 
Region  Number of Incidents 

by Province 
% of Total Incidents  

by Province 
% of Total Canadian 

Population in the 
Province* 

% of Total Jewish 
Population in the 

Province** 

Jewish Population 
in the Province** 

Atlantic Region 27 2.0% 6.9% 1.7% 5,400 

Quebec 337 25.1% 23.6% 22.7% 71,380 

Ontario 730 54.3% 38.4% 56.2% 177,255 

Manitoba 56 4.2% 3.6% 4.2% 13,175 

Saskatchewan 16 1.2% 3.1% 0.7% 2,125 

Alberta 75 5.6% 10.9% 4.6% 14,755 

British Columbia 103 7.7% 13.1% 9.8% 30,835 

North Region 1 0.1% 0.4% 0.06% 200 

Canada 1,345 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 315,125 

* According to the 2011 Census, there are 33,476,688 people in Canada   

** According to 2006 Census, there are 315,120 Jews in Canada   
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D)  EXAMPLES OF INCIDENTS 

 

JANUARY 

 

Hamilton, ON - The homes of 12 families are spray 

painted with hateful messages such as “Kill Jews” 

and swastikas. 

 

Montreal, QC - A web posting on a forum based out 

of Montreal states that "Jews are the most greedy 

and evil people on earth. They are driven only by 

their gains and they don't give a hoot if the whole 

world goes to hell." 

 

Oak Bay, BC - Gravestones at a Jewish cemetery 

are defaced with antisemitic graffiti. 

 

Waterloo, ON - A Facebook group posting urges us-

ers to "KILL THE JEWS". 

 

FEBRUARY 

 

Vancouver, BC - A group of vandals deface the local 

shopping centre with swastikas and antisemitic 

slurs. 

 

Montreal, QC - A web forum in Montreal calls Jews 

“selfish, unfriendly, uneducated, unmanned, rude 

and obnoxious. If they can walk over you they 

would.” 

 

Regina- SK - Antisemitic slurs are plastered on a 

rabbi’s car. 

 

Kingston, ON - A man wearing a Nazi T-shirt at the 

local gym shouts out “F*** the Jews” to Jewish pa-

trons. 

 

MARCH 

 

Toronto, ON - Graffiti is smeared on a public middle 

school alleging that "Jews kill blacks". 

 

Edmonton, AB - Holocaust denial is posted denying 

gas chambers were used to murder Jews and claim-

ing that they turned the Holocaust into a marketing 

tool to sell "Jewish victimhood" to the public to get 

sympathy. 

 

Aurora, ON- A teenager receives threatening antise-

mitic text messages from a fellow student. 

 

APRIL 

 

Vancouver, BC - A pastor makes antisemitic com-

ments during his sermon 

. 

Montreal, QC - A prolific blogger tells the media that 

Chassidic Jews "are religious fanatics trying to cre-

ate their own laws through intimidation". 

 

Toronto, ON - In Union Station, the busiest bus ter-

minal in Toronto, walls are spray painted with graffiti 

saying “Jews are like cancer”. 

 

Val Morin, QC - 15 Jewish-owned cottages are van-

dalized and defaced with swastikas and slogans 

such as “F--k Juif.” 

 

MAY 

 

Toronto, ON - An email is sent to a Jewish organiza-

tion: “Fxxk u swine eathing kuffar dogs and burn in 

hellfire inshaallah!!! Islam will conqer the world no 

matter what u haters say or do!!! Allahu akbar!!” (sic) 

 

Edmonton, AB - The home of a Jewish family is van-

dalized repeatedly with such slogans as ““KILL 

JEWS” and “WHORE.” 

 

Thornhill, ON- A song circulating on the internet is 

shared on Facebook by an 8th-grader: “Die Jew Die 

Death to the creature I despise Die Jew die I can 

see right through your lying eyes Die Jew die You’re 

the scum of the earth who I despise Die Jew die 

Treacherous scumbag make my day Zyklon B is the 

only way Die Jew die You’ve got the country in such 

a mess Die Jew die.” (sic). 
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JUNE 

 

Georgina, ON - A house is defaced with antisemitic 

slogans. 

 

Mississauga, ON - Antisemitic DVDs entitled “The Syn-

agogue of Satan: The Secret History of Jewish World 

Domination”and “Rothschild’s Choice: Barack Obama 

and the Hidden Cabal Behind the Plot to Murder Amer-

ica” are offered for sale in a local book store. 

 

Ottawa, ON - At a concert given by Roger Waters, lead 

singer of the legendary classic rock band Pink Floyd, 

an inflatable large pig,  corporate logos, dollar signs 

and a Jewish star are displayed above the audience. 

 

Toronto, ON- Jewish customers are berated at a pizza 

store. 

 

JULY 

 

Winnipeg, MB- A Rabbi is harassed by a passersby 

while walking to the local synagogue. 

 

Dorval, QC- Antisemitic graffiti defaces the parking lot 

of a Jewish daycare. 

 

Vancouver, BC - Teens vandalize Jewish headstones 

in a south Vancouver cemetery, leaving dozens of me-

morials damaged. 

 

Montreal, QC - A woman who started work for a Jew-

ish organization is asked "You work for Jews? Aren't 

they stingy, cheap and thieves these Jews? I mean 

everyone knows they hold on to their money." 

 

AUGUST 

 

Mississauga, ON - A man screams out “Heil Hitler” to 

his Jewish neighbour. 

 

Lethbridge, AB - Antisemitic graffiti are spray painted 

overnight on homes, garages, fences and cars. 

 

Quebec City, QC - A neighbour assaults a Jewish man 

and his wife in their front yard. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A poster accusing Jewish community members of 
crimes is plastered all across Winnipeg (MB) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A yellow star (used by the Nazis to identify Jews)  
is superimposed on a TV interview with senior 
B’nai Brith human rights advocate, Marvin Kurz  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One of a series of swastikas spray painted on  

 Jewish-owned cottages in Val Morin (QC) 
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SEPTEMBER 

 

London, ON - Swastikas are scrawled behind a syn-

agogue and at a Jewish community centre. 

 

Winnipeg, MB -  A person commenting on a media 

story about Canada cutting diplomatic ties with Iran 

calls for the Jewish state to be wiped off the map. 

 

Toronto, ON - A visibly orthodox Jewish boy on his 

way home from school is verbally harassed by two 

passengers in a passing car who throw objects at 

him. 

 

Edmonton, AB -  A house is vandalized  three times 

in one month with the graffiti “Jews kill jews, dead 

jew, dead rat” (sic). 

 

OCTOBER   

 

Ottawa, ON - During the Jewish religious holiday of 

Succot, Jewish students giving out treats in front of a 

Sukkah on a university campus are harassed by fel-

low students who accuse Jews of world domination. 

 

Markham, ON - During a dispute at an elementary 

public school, a girl makes antisemitic remarks and 

threatens her Jewish classmate with violence. 

 

London, ON - Antisemitic remarks are directed at 

Jewish junior hockey player by team mates who call 

him "a big fat Jewish pig". 

 

Montreal, QC- There were multiple mezuzah dese-

crations at Jewish homes. 

 

NOVEMBER 

 

Montreal, QC - The office door of a political-science 

professor at the Université du Québec à Montréal is 

vandalized with antisemitic slogans. 

 

Thornhill, ON - An ethnic paper based in Canada 

runs an editorial supporting the call by a far-right-

wing politician in Hungary for the listing of that coun-

try’s so-called “enemy” Jews. 

 

Montreal, QC- A radio show host allows a caller to 

say on air that Hitler killing the Jews was the best 

thing that could happen, and joins the caller in berat-

ing Jews and talking about how they bother him. 

 

DECEMBER 

 

Vaughan, ON- A Rabbi receives multiple death 

threats. 

 

Westmount, QC - A mezuzah is ripped off of a man's 

home in Westmount. 

 

Ottawa, ON- A Jewish worker for the transit system 

in Ottawa is subjected to ongoing antisemitic re-

marks by co-workers, and eventually quits his job 

because he feels threatened. 

 

Toronto, ON- A Jewish middle school student is bul-

lied by a classmate. The bully is initially suspended 

but the harassment continues on his return to 

school. 
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E) CONCLUSION   

 

At a joint event of the Law Society of Upper Canada 

and the League to mark Yom Ha-Shoah (Holocaust 

Remembrance Day),  David Matas, Senior Legal 

Counsel of B’nai Brith Canada,  noted, “The degra-

dation from the Weimar Republic to the Third Reich 

is a warning that we do not inevitably move towards 

greater freedom and respect for human 

rights.”  Summing up a panel discussion examining 

potential threats to democracy, he urged concerted 

action to fight hate-related activity here in Canada, 

emphasizing that the challenge to promoting respect 

for human rights within a democracy” is not just 

about advocating reform of repressive regimes 

abroad.”  Rather, he noted, one lesson to be learned 

from the Holocaust is the need, even in the Canadi-

an context, for “an effective effort to combat hate 

speech.” 

 

While we appear to have made some inroad against 

acts of violence and vandalism against the Jewish 

community in this country, as indicated by the over-

all decrease in these two categories in 2012,        

incidents involving harassment have gone up, partic-

ularly those involving hate speech. There are clearly 

gaps in current strategies to combat hate speech. In 

this regard, it is of concern that the legal defences 

against hate speech are being dismantled in      

Canada without a dedicated effort to fill the gaps.   

 

The jurisdiction of the Canadian Human Rights 

Commission and the Tribunal over hate speech on 

the internet is in the process of being repealed. To 

fill the inevitable void, it is crucial that a plan for time-

ly reform of relevant sections of the Canadian    

Criminal Code be put in place. As well, we need           

increased efforts in all sectors of society in the areas 

of education and awareness-building to create an 

environment where there is no tolerance for hate. 

 

In 2012, hate crime charges were laid against an 

owner of a website based in British Columbia be-

cause of its antisemitic content.  There, the consent  

 

of the Attorney General to proceed was                

forthcoming.  However, in contrast, the Manitoba 

Attorney General refused to lay hate crime charges 

in the case of antisemitic posters posted on down-

town streets and later on the internet, stating  that 

reasonable grounds for moving forward in the public 

interest had not been demonstrated.  A private law 

suit for defamation was subsequently filed by two 

individuals named in the posters; at the time of publi-

cation of this Audit, they had been successful in get-

ting an injunction against the alleged perpetrator. 

Quoting David Matas again, "it is deplorable that an 

individual should have to take this on himself for 

what is essentially a community concern. An attack 

against any group is an attack against all." 

 

With these contrasting cases in mind, the League 

calls for an “Action Plan” to prevent Canada from 

experiencing in years to come the global escalation 

in hate-related activity which other countries are cur-

rently experiencing, as discussed in the introduction 

to this Audit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We do not inevitably move towards 

greater freedom and respect for        

human rights.” 

   - David Matas 
                                 Senior Legal Counsel 
                                B’nai Brith Canada 

Montreal student protesters demanding lower 
tuition fees give the ‘Heil Hitler’ salute 
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Let us make it our priority to: 

 

1. Continue to document the ever-evolving nature and targets of antisemitism in 

Canada. 
 

2. Work with all sectors and other communities  to ensure that policies and        

educational     programming are in place that support a zero tolerance for hate. 
 

3. Make anti-discrimination training at schools and on campus part of the regular 

mandatory curriculum. 
 

4. Develop guidelines to standardize the process for obtaining the consent of the 

provincial attorneys general across Canada in the prosecution of hate crime 

charges. 
 

5. Ensure that sentencing for hate crimes is substantial so as to reflect the        

seriousness of the charges and the impact on the victims and the community. 
 

6. Make Holocaust Denial a specified hate crime under the Criminal Code. 
 

7. Ban membership in hate groups in accordance with Canada’s international    

obligations, including the International Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Racial Discrimination. 
 

8. Add a combination of substantive offences and penalty enhancements to the 

Criminal Code so that offences such as vandalism are recognized from the outset 

as hate motivated crimes. 
 

9. Ensure that the victims of hate crimes are given a voice in criminal               

prosecutions. 
 

10. Put measures in place to counter cyber-bullying, including incidents involving                

expressions of hate and discrimination. 
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